
 
  

Real Talk Writing Prompts 
Up to 2hrs of Community Service available for each assignment, depending on length and 

quality of written responses. 
 

Assignment 1: IMAGE OF MYSELF 

 

What to do: Read and consider the following statement. Then respond the the following 

questions. Please take the time to bring value to this writing prompt. 

 

Connecting our self-image to our behavior… 

 

…people tend to make decisions on the basis of their self-image. If they believe themselves 

to be “fair” or “generous,” for example, they avoid actions that are clearly egoistic in nature, 

so as to avoid contradicting their own self-image. However, if… they are able to ignore the 

consequences for other people, they find it easier to maintain a positive self-image, even if 

they their behaviour is selfish. “If the consequences are clearly visible, many participants 

decide to act fairly,” reports Astrid Matthey: “However, if it is possible to ignore the 

consequences, it is clearly more difficult to opt for a ‘generous’ decision, and many change 

their behaviour and select the egoistic alternative.” –Science Daily 

 

Answer these prompts in paragraph format: 

● Describe your self image. Who are you? What are the ideals, beliefs, morals, 

characteristics and actions that make you who you are? 

● How do you see these elements of your self-image shape the way you interact with other 

people, animals, teachers, parents, the world? 

● Do you feel that you act in a certain manner when the impact of those actions are easily 

seen? 

● How do you avoid contradicting your self-image through your actions?  

● Do you contradict your self-image at times? How? 
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http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/07/110727121403.htm


 
  

Up to 2hrs of Community Service available for each assignment, depending on length and 

quality of written responses. 

 

Assignment 2: RISKS & REWARDS 

 

What to do: Read the following statement, then write responses to the the following questions. 

Please take the time to bring value to this writing prompt. 

 

Looking at when and why we take risks... 

 

The rewards outweigh the risks — when you’re in a group, anyway. A new USC study 

explains why people take stupid chances when all of their friends are watching that they 

would never take by themselves. According to the study, the human brain places more 

value on winning in a social setting than it does on winning when you’re alone. 

 

“These findings suggest that the brain is equipped with the ability to detect and encode 

social signals, make social signals salient, and then, use these signals to optimize future 

behavior,” Coricelli said.As Coricelli explained, in private environments, losing can more 

easily be life-threatening. With no social support network in place, a bad gamble can spell 

doom. 

 

In group environments, on the other hand, rewards tend to be winner-takes-all. Nowhere is 

this more clear than in sexual competition, where — to borrow a phrase from racing legend 

Dale Earnhardt, Sr. — second place is just first loser. 

 

“Among animals, there are strong incentives for wanting to be at the top of the social 

ranking,” Coricelli said. “Animals in the dominant position use their status to secure 

privileged access to resources, such as food and mates.” –Science Daily 

 

Respond to these prompts in written paragraph format: 

● How do you take risks?  

● Write about a time that you took a big risk.  

● What was the outcome?  

● How does your risk taking differ between being in a group and being alone?  

● What are the specific ways you take risks in these settings? 

● Do you feel that your risk taking is linked to social standing?  

● What are ways you can reduce risks while gaining positive social standing? 
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